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In the Cirrus Cloud, Planet Earth JANUARY 19 – 21, 2021
Perhaps return to Orlando January 16 – 19, 2022

A Pandemic Too Far?
Does another set of Zoom meetings do it for you?
We recognize that the biggest thing your conference provides is the ability
to rub elbows with fellow Project Managers and swap stories and get ideas
on problem solving in the Project Management space. We are trying to
replicate virtually, but are coming to the conclusion that the ability to
duplicate this conference feature is impossible outside of an in person
conference agenda. Sure the sessions are great but it's that one-on-one
discussion around a stand-up table at an evening event that is precious and
unique to your conference.
And so we now must suggest it may be better to tell everyone to hunker
down, stay safe, and take a year off and that you and the conference will be
back in 2022 bigger and better than ever.
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Registered Attendees will be given an Option for prompt refund via PayPal,
or rolling for deep discount for 2022. We will try to provide extra content
and benefits for all of 2021. Most exhibitors have already chosen to roll to
2022 while remaining on our website as a sponsor, post a link to company
website or YouTube featurette, and other benefits for all of 2021.
We will continue in coming weeks to collect content including
presentations as Voice-over-PowerPoint or other saved Demonstrations of
softwares, and may yet be able to provide a limited number of the same
Zoom style presentations before or after or on January 19-21, 2021.
We will facilitate a similar Exhibit Hall experience as provided by other
conferences, but do not feel we have enough people yet signed (nor feel
enough may yet sign) to support our curated exhibit hall experience of
vendor to five-similar-attributed Attendee. If we cannot do it best, then
best to not provide a sub-par experience.
Please continue to check out and consider the services of our Diamond
Sponsors, Drexel University Department of Systems and Engineering
Management, and InEight, as well as our listed exhibitors.
Thank you for ten wonderful years, and hopefully another ten or more
wonderful years once we are past this pandemic rain cloud.
So, to recap:
2021: hunker down, stay safe, and take a year off. Keep sharpening your
Poject Management skills and expertise. Keep reading this Construction
CPM Conference News Letter for possible live Zoom style presentations
and pre-recorded content (voice over screen with PowerPoint or software
demonstration) that might materialize.
2022: the conference will be back in 2022 bigger and better than ever. Stay
safe & stay tuned. Fiftieth anniversary for Disney World will be in full
swing.

